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Abstract: Today, Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud providers have incorporated parallel data processing framework 

in their clouds for performing Many-task computing (MTC) applications. Parallel data processing framework reduces time 

and cost in processing the substantial amount of users’ data. Nephele is a dynamic resource allocating parallel data 

processing framework, which is designed for dynamic and heterogeneous cluster environments. The existing framework 

does not support to monitor resource overload or under utilization, during job execution, efficiently. Consequently, the 
allocated compute resources may be inadequate for big parts of the submitted job and unnecessarily increase processing time 

and cost. Nephele’s architecture offers for efficient parallel data processing in clouds. It is the first data processing 

framework for the dynamic resource allocation offered by today’s IaaS clouds for both, task scheduling and execution. 

Particular tasks of a processing job can be assigned to different types of virtual machines which are automatically 

instantiated and terminated during the job execution. 

Keywords: Parallel Data Processing, Dynamic resource allocation, IaaS, high-throughput computing, Nephele, Map 

Reduce. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing is a concept that involves a number of technologies, including server virtualization, multi-tenant 

application hosting, and a variety of Internet and systems management services. The computing power resides on the Internet 

and people access this computing power as they need it via the Internet. Growing organizations have been processing immense 

amount of data in a cost effective manner using cloud computing mechanism. More of the cloud providers like Google, Yahoo, 

Microsoft and Amazon are available for processing these data. Instead of creating large data centers which are expensive, these 

providers move into architectural paradigm with commodity servers, to process these huge data [3]. Cloud computing is the 

delivery of computing and storage capacity as a service to a community of end-recipients. The name comes from the use of a 

cloud-shaped symbol as an abstraction for the complex infrastructure it contains in system diagrams. Cloud computing entrusts 

services with a user's data, software and computation over a network. It is difficult for him to maintain all the software’s and 

data in local servers which costs a lot. His business is constantly running out of storage space and fixing broken servers. Then 

he came to know about cloud computing, which gives a solution to his problem. Instead of maintaining all the data and 

software’s at local machines, he can now depend on another company which provides all the features that he requires and are 

accessible through the Web. “This is called Cloud Computing”. 
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Fig1:Cloud Computing 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The IaaS cloud providers integrate the processing frame-work to reduce the processing time and provide simplicity to the users. Reducing 

process time leads to reduction in the cost for attracting the users to use their cloud services. Several frameworks have been developed with 

some specific features (e.g. To reduce cost or increase performance) for cloud which reduce the complexities for the user. However, the 

existing well known frameworks like Google’s MapReduce, Yahoo’s MapReduceMerge need the job to be written in a distinct map and 

reduce program by the developer. The processing framework then takes care of distributing the program among the available nodes and 

executes each instance of the program on the appropriate fragment of data. Most notably, Nephele is the first data processing framework to 

include the possibility of dynamically allocating/ de-allocating different compute resources from a cloud in its scheduling and during job 

execution. 

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

Economical Feasibility: 

In this project the Sun java language is used for developing the piracy protection software, java is the product from sun 

Microsystems and it is provided for free of cost. So, it is bought without spending money. It can be downloaded from the sun 

web site directly from the Internet itself. So, it is not needed to look from any third party or in the market. It is freely download 

it from the Internet. This Exact Knowledge Hiding through Database Extension Software will be cost effective.  

 Technical Feasibility  

Technical feasibility is important, but business need is even more important. It does no good to build a high tech system or 

product that no one really wants. The KTR  developed using for minimum key management for the End user and is readily 

available with everyone so no need to search for any requirements and this software will work only in windows XP environment 

in order to pick up speed and also it is the advanced version of windows which available with everyone. The technical 

requirements like hardware and software requirements are available so it easily worked by other users.  

 Operational Feasibility 

The Software that is developed is very user friendly. The user needs not to be a computer programmer. Even a computer 

literate who knows very basic things about the computer can work with this piracy protection software. This software itself will 

assist us in working with multimedia contents. This software is developed in fast growing language with updated features 

IV. SECURITY BENEFITS 

Centralized Data:  

Refers to the approach of placing all eggs in one basket. It might be dangerous to think that if the cloud goes down, so does 

the service they provide, but at the same time, it is easier to monitor. Storing data in the cloud voids many issues related to 

losing laptops or flash drives, which has been the most common way of loosing data for large enterprises or government 

organizations. The laptop would only store a small cache to interface with the thin client, but the authentication is done through 
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the network, in the cloud. In addition to this, when a laptop is known to be stolen, administrators can block its attempted access 

based on its identifier or MAC address. Moreover, it is easier and cheaper to store data encrypted in the cloud that to perform 

disk encryption on every piece of hardware or backup tape. 

 Incident Response: 

Refers to the ability to procure a resource such as a database server or supercomputing power or use a testing environment 

whenever needed. This bypasses the supplemental red tape associated with traditional requesting of resources within the 

corporate world. Also, if a server is down for re-imaging or disk clean-up, the client may easily create similar instances of their 

environment on other machines, improving the acquisition time. From a security standpoint, cloud providers already provide 

algorithms for generating hashes or checksums whenever a file is stored in the cloud, which bypasses the local/client need for 

encrypting. This does not imply that clients should not encrypt the data before sending it, but merely that the service is already 

in place for them. 

V. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Current data processing frameworks like Google’s Map Reduce or Microsoft’s Dryad engine have been designed for cluster 

environments. This is reflected in a number of assumptions they make which are not necessarily valid in cloud environments. In 

this section we discuss how abandoning these assumptions raises new opportunities but also challenges for efficient parallel data 

processing in clouds. 

Opportunities:  

Today’s processing frameworks typically assume the resources they manage consist of a static set of homogeneous 

compute nodes. Although designed to deal with individual nodes failures, they consider the number of available machines to be 

constant, especially when scheduling the processing job’s execution. While IaaS clouds can certainly be used to create such 

cluster-like setups, much of their flexibility remains unused one of an IaaS cloud’s key features is the provisioning of compute 

resources on demand. New VMs can be allocated at any time through a well-defined interface and become available in a matter 

of seconds. Machines which are no longer used can be terminated instantly and the cloud customer will be charged for them no 

more. Facilitating such use cases imposes some requirements on the design of a processing framework and the way its jobs are 

described. First, the scheduler of such a framework must become aware of the cloud environment a job should be executed in. It 

must know about the different types of available VMs as well as their cost and be able to allocate or destroy them on behalf of 

the cloud customer. Second, the paradigm used to describe jobs must be powerful enough to express dependencies between the 

different tasks the jobs consist of. The system must be aware of which task’s output is required as another task’s input. 

Otherwise the scheduler of the processing framework cannot decide at what point in time a particular VM is no longer needed 

and deallocate it. The Map Reduce pattern is a good example of an unsuitable paradigm here: Although at the end of a job only 

few reducer tasks may still be running, it is not possible to shut down the idle VMs, since it is unclear if they contain 

intermediate results which are still required. Finally, the scheduler of such a processing framework must be able to determine 

which task of a job should be executed on which type of VM and, possibly, how many of those. This information could be 

either provided externally, e.g. as an annotation to the job description, or deduced internally, e.g. from collected statistics, 

similarly to the way database systems try to optimize their execution schedule over time [6]. 

Challenges:  

The cloud’s virtualized nature helps to enable promising new use cases for efficient parallel data processing. However, it 

also imposes new challenges compared to classic cluster setups. The major challenge we see is the cloud’s opaqueness with 

prospect to exploiting data locality: In a cluster the compute nodes are typically interconnected through a physical high-

performance network. The topology of the network, i.e. the way the compute nodes are physically wired to each other, is usually 

well-known and, what is more important does not change over time. All throughput of the cluster can be improved. In a cloud 
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this topology information is typically not exposed to the customer [7]. Since the nodes involved in processing a data intensive 

job often have to transfer tremendous amounts of data through the network, this drawback is particularly severe; parts of the 

network may become congested while others are essentially unutilized.  

 Accuracy billing on Cloud service usage. 

 Costs Consolidation across multiple providers. 

 Shared Data usage without any conflict with competitor. 

VI. RELATED WORK 

In this section we mainly discuss with some existing frameworks that were already implemented for efficient parallel data 

processing.  

SCOPE ((Structured Computations Optimized for Parallel Execution) 

For Companies providing cloud-scale services of Easy and Efficient Parallel Processing of Massive Data Sets have an 

increasing need to store and analyze massive data sets such as search logs and click streams. For cost and performance reasons, 

processing is typically done on large clusters of with a huge amount needed to deploy large servers (I.e. shared-nothing 

commodity machines). It is imperative to develop a programming model that hides the complexity of the underlying system but 

provides flexibility by allowing users to extend functionality to meet a variety of requirements.  

SWIFT 

We present Swift, a system that combines a novel scripting language called Swift Script with a powerful runtime system 

based on Falkon, and Globus to allow for the concise specification, and reliable and efficient execution, of large loosely coupled 

computations. Swift adopts and adapts ideas first explored in the virtual data system, improving on that system in many regards. 

But this was not at all useful as this script was not in usage for the current developers, so that’s the reason this framework is not 

popular in usage.  

 FALKON  

Fast And Light-Weight Task Execution Framework .To enable the rapid execution of many tasks on compute clusters, we 

have developed Falkon. Falkon integrates multi-level scheduling to separate resource acquisition (via, e.g., requests to batch 

schedulers) from task dispatch, and a streamlined dispatcher. Falkon’s integration of multi-level scheduling and streamlined 

dispatchers delivers performance not provided by any other system. We describe Falkon architecture and implementation, and 

present performance results for both micro benchmarks and applications. 

HADOOP  

Apache Hadoop software library is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters 

of computers using a simple programming model. It is designed to scale up from single servers to thousands of machines, each 

offering local computation and storage in static mode. Rather than rely on hardware to deliver high-availability, the library itself 

is designed to detect and handle failures at the application layer, so delivering a highly-available service on top of a cluster of 

computers, each of which may be prone to failures. This was not suitable in parallel processing as this was not suitable for 

dynamic nature, hence we came with a proposed new framework called Nephele Framework. 
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VII. NEPHELE FRAMEWORK 

Structural Overview of Nephele: 

 
Fig:2 Structural overview of Nephele running in an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) in cloud 

Nephele is a massively parallel data flow engine dealing with resource management, work scheduling, communication, and 

fault tolerance. Nephele can run on top of a cluster and govern the resources itself, or directly connect to an IaaS cloud service 

to allocate computing resources on demand. Before submitting a Nephele compute job, a user must start an instance inside the 

cloud which runs the so called Job Manager. The Job Manager receives the client’s jobs, is responsible for scheduling them and 

coordinates their execution. It can allocate or deallocate virtual machines according to the current job execution phase. The 

actual execution of tasks is carried out by a set of instances. Each instance runs a local component of the Nephele framework 

(Task Manager). A Task Manager receives one or more tasks from the Job Manager at a time, executes them and informs the 

Job Manager about their completion or possible errors. Unless a job is submitted to the Job Manager, we expect the set of 

instances (and hence the set of Task Managers) to be empty. 

 Nephele Architecture: 

A system architecture or systems architecture is the conceptual design that defines the structure and/or behavior of a 

system. An architecture description is a formal description of a system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about the 

structural properties of the system. It defines the system components or building blocks and provides a plan from which 

products can be procured, and systems developed, that will work together to implement the overall system. This may enable one 

to manage investment in a way that meets business needs. The fundamental organization of a system, embodied in its 

components, their relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution. The 

composite of the design architectures for products and their life cycle processes. A representation of a system in which there is a 

mapping of functionality onto hardware and software components, a mapping of the software architecture onto the hardware 

architecture, and human interaction with these components. An allocated arrangement of physical elements which provides the 

design solution for a consumer product or life-cycle process intended to satisfy the requirements of the functional architecture 

and the requirements baseline. Architecture is the most important, pervasive, top-level, strategic inventions, decisions, and their 

associated rationales about the overall structure (i.e., essential elements and their relationships) and associated characteristics 

and behavior.  
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Fig 3: Architecture Diagram for Proposed Framework for Parallel data Processing in the Cloud 

Working principle: 

Nephele supports three different types of communication channels: Network, in-memory, and file channels. While network 

and in-memory channels allow the PACT compiler to construct low-latency execution pipelines in which one task can 

immediately consume the output of another, file channels collect the entire output of a task in a temporary file before passing its 

content on to the next task.  

 Job graph: 

 
Fig:4 An example of a Job Graph in Nephele 

Job Execution and Scheduling: 

 
Fig:5 An Execution Graph created from the original Job Graph 
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After receiving the valid Job Graph the JM converts it into the Execution Graph which is the primary data structure for 

scheduling and monitoring the execution of the extended Nephele job. It contains all the concrete information required to 

schedule and execute the tasks in the cloud. Fig. 3. Shows the Execution Graph for the given Job Graph (i.e, Fig. 2.). Here Task 

1 is, e.g., Split into two parallel subtasks which are both connected to the task Output 1 using file channels and are all scheduled 

to run on the same instance.   

 Nephele System Configuration: 

Nephele computes a job, user must start a VM in the cloud which runs the so called Job Manager (JM). The Job Manager 

receives the client’s jobs, is responsible for scheduling them, and coordinates their execution. It is capable of communicating 

with the interface the cloud operator provides to control the instantiation of VMs. We call this interface the Cloud Controller. 

By means of the Cloud Controller the Job Manager can allocate or deallocate VMs according to the current job execution phase. 

We will comply with common Cloud computing terminology and refer to these VMs as instances for the remainder of this 

paper. The term instance type will be used to differentiate between VMs with different hardware characteristics. E.g., the 

instance type “m1.small” could denote VMs with one CPU core, one GB of RAM, and a128 GB disk while the instance type 

“c1.xlarge” could refer to machines with 8 CPU cores, 18 GB RAM, and a 512 GB disk. 

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION MODULES 

Job Manager (JM) 

The Job Manager receives the client’s jobs, is responsible for scheduling them, and coordinates their execution. It is 

capable of communicating with the interface the cloud operator provides to control the instantiation of VMs. We call this 

interface the Cloud Controller. The first one allows the administration staff to create/edit jobs, manage job applications and set 

the appearance of the public page. The second section provides the job applicant with information about the job openings and 

with tools to apply for a job of interest. 

 

Task Manager(TM)  

A task manager is a program used to provide information about the processes and programs running on a computer, as well 

as the general status of the computer. It can also be used to terminate processes and programs, as well as change the processes 

priority. Task managers can display currently running services (processes) as well as those that were stopped. They can display 

information about the services. A Task Manager receives one or more tasks from the Job Manager at a time, executes them, and 

after that informs the Job Manager about their completion or possible errors.. Our current strategies for these decisions are 

highlighted at the end of this section. The newly allocated instances boot up with a previously compiled VM image. Initially, the 

VM images used to boot up the Task Managers are blank and do not contain any of the data the Nephele job is supposed to 

operate on. As a result, we expect the cloud to offer persistent storage. This persistent storage is supposed to store the job’s 

input data and eventually receive its output data. It must be accessible for both the Job Manager as well as for the set of Task 

Managers, even if they are connected by a private or virtual network.  
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Parallel Data Processing 

In order to simplify parallel data processing on large clusters the simple technique that interface the Job manager and Task 

manager with parallel data processing. The Combiner merges the intermediate results on the local disk, before it is transferred to 

the corresponding Reduce task. Map tasks often produce many key/value pairs with the same key. For example, relational 

operations, like joining multiple heterogeneous datasets, can be done with Map Reduce by adding extra Map Reduce steps. 

Map-Reduce are an improved model that can be used to express relational algebra operators and join algorithms. 

 

Cloud Controller 

Cloud Controller is an administration tool for private cloud deployments. It manages cloud applications through their entire 

life cycle, from provisioning to monitoring, metering, and billing. Cloud Controller also supports hybrid clouds with cloud 

bursting to public clouds. It manages and verifies the both Job manager and Task manager in this controller to define the 

received tasks. Also by only paralyzing the scheme not serialize as literature concept. It is capable of communicating with the 

interface the cloud operator provides to control the instantiation of VMs. We call this interface the Cloud Controller. By means 

of the Cloud Controller the Job Manager can allocate or deallocate VMs according to the current job execution. 

 

IX. RESULTS 

Performance results of our three experiment, respectively. All three plots illustrate the average instance utilization over 

time, i.e., the average utilization of all CPU cores in all instances allocated for the job at the given point in time. The utilization 
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of each instance has been monitored with the Unix command “top” and is broken down into the amount of time the CPU cores 

spent running the respective data processing framework (USR), the kernel and its processes (SYS), and the time waiting for I/O 

to complete (WAIT). In order to illustrate the impact of network communication, the plots additionally show the average 

amount of IP traffic flowing between the instances over time. We begin with discussing Experiment 1 (Map Reduce and 

Hadoop): For the first Map Reduce job, Tera Sort, shows fair resource utilization. During the map (point (a) to (c)) and reduce 

phase (point (b) to (d)) the overall system utilization ranges from 60 to 80 percent. 

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this project, we have discussed the challenges and opportunities for efficient parallel data processing in cloud 

environments and presented Nephele, the first data processing framework to exploit the dynamic resource provisioning offered 

by today’s IaaS clouds. We have described Nephele’s basic architecture and presented a performance comparison to the 

established data processing framework Hadoop. The performance evaluation gives a first impression on how the ability to 

assign specific virtual machine types to specific tasks of a processing job, as well as the possibility to automatically 

allocate/deallocate virtual machines in the course of a job execution, can help to improve the overall resource utilization and, 

consequently, reduce the processing cost. In particular, we are interested in improving Nephele’s ability to adapt to resource 

over load or underutilization during the job execution automatically. IT technicians are spearheading the challenge, while 

academia is bit slower to react. Several groups have recently been formed, such as the Cloud Security Alliance or the Open 

Cloud Consortium, with the goal of exploring the possibilities offered by cloud computing and to establish a common language 

among different providers. Our current profiling approach builds a valuable basis for this; however, at the moment the system 

still requires a reasonable amount of user annotations. In general, we think our work represents an important contribution to the 

growing field of Cloud computing services and points out exciting new opportunities in the field of parallel data processing. 
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